Sexual Identities Queer Politics
recent works in lgbt politics - american political science ... - recent works published on lgbt politics
please send additions to: susan burgess, ohio ... n.h and rollins, joe. 2004. “queer politics/queer sex: marriage
and sexual libertarianism.” radical statistics hirsch, n.h and rollins. 2003. joe “sexual identities and political
engagements,” social politics tonja jacoby jacoby, tonja. 2006. ... punks, bulldaggers, and welfare queens
- punks, bulldaggers, and welfare queens 441 it is the disjuncture, evident in queer politics, between an
articulated commitment to promoting an understanding ofsexuality that rejects the idea of static, monolithic,
bounded categories, on the one hand, and political practices structured around binary conceptions of sexuality
and power, on sexual identities and the media - facultypissingu - the alphabet soup of sexual identities 9
box 1.3: the limits of social acceptance 14 essentialist and social constructionist perspectives 16 from gay
politics/theory to queer politics/theory 18 complicating sexual identity 20 box 1.4: gender and sexuality in a
cultural context 23 the relationship between media and identity 24 theories playing with butler and
foucault: bisexuality and ... - queer theory is a segment of academic thought that focuses on the
constructedness of gendered and sexual identities and categorizations. to the queer theorist, heterosexuality
and homosexuality are binary social constructs that hold saliency only in certain historical moments, rather
than descriptors of innate sexual types (seidman, 1994). johnny, are you queer?: the sexual and gender
politics of ... - johnny, are you queer?: the sexual and gender politics of ambiguous sexual identity by travis
dean beaver, b.a.; m.a. dissertation presented to the faculty of the graduate school of the university of texas
at austin in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy the university of texas
at austin may 2015 the fixity of sexual identities in the public sphere ... - essentialist debate over sexual
identities, and more recent post-structuralist and queer theoretical work seeking to transcend this debate. it
then addresses the relationship of these perspectives to politics, and examines the forms of knowledge-claim
concerning sexual identities that prevail in mainstream political debates. punks, bulldaggers,and welfare
queens - punks, buudaggers, aid welfare queens 441 it is the disjuncture, evident in queer politics, between
an articulated commitment to promoting an understanding of sexuality that rejects the idea of static,
monolithic, bounded categories, on the one hand, and political queer identity and racial alienation: the
politics of race ... - politics, this insistence may potentially lead to essentialist impulses that leave the
hetero/homo opposition in place, and echo, as lee edelman reminds us, the homophobic insistence upon
codifying and making legible sexual identities (edelman 1994: 4). even though queer theorists, such as diana
fuss, eve
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